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Whether design preferences tend toward the traditional or the contemporary, the richly illustrated projects in this book include

luxurious exotic textures, fine details, refined materials, and artisanship that extends into art. Each project in this book is a great

experience in design

The book features KingsHaven store and design projects that are distinctive: often inspired by the people, places, animals,

landscapes and details encountered through Lauren Wylonis's travels around the world, with a special focus being the

development of strong fair-trade relationships with artists that benefit them, their families, and their communities

Set out with splendid, detailed photography and intimate revelations, this volume highlights the design team's indomitable spirit,

which has created projects that are beautiful, special, crafted: a combination of diverse skillsets and cultures

The KingsHaven Design team is skilled at transforming timeworn interiors and exteriors into breathtaking spaces for inspired living by

sharing with their clients the spectacular work of artisans and artworks from around the world, and by developing strong fair-trade

relationships with artists that benefit them, their families, and their communities. Be it working with a stonemason to salvage the granite

façade of a historic estate, collaborating with blacksmiths on a lighting fixture or custom piece of furniture, meeting with artisans who

create gorgeous handcrafted baskets in the designs of their tribal ancestors, or searching hidden markets in Europe and South America

for art pottery, antique mirrors, prints, and textiles, Lauren Wylonis and the studio’s objective is to reclaim, restore, and revitalise their

client’s residential interiors and exteriors. In many senses of clever design, they create spaces that reflect a sharp and sophisticated

twenty-first-century aesthetic for today’s energetic lifestyles, yet never lose sight of the past. Rejuvenation of character, charm and

architectural significance combined with the creation of cutting-edge luxury and style are the hallmarks of the design studio’s ethos,

which also can be seen in the handcrafted light fixtures, furnishings, and accessories found at Wylonis’s irresistible retail showroom in

Paoli, PA, just outside Philadelphia. The pages of this book are resplendent with luscious photography and insightful texts that together

showcase Wylonis’s unique practice and meticulous attention to detail in designing lighting, furniture, and home décor that takes each

space to a higher level in art, architecture, beauty, and function. The useful tips for use in a new home or renovation are diverse and

range from mindful design to achieving authenticity in an older home renovation. A must-have book for a connoisseur of interiors and

design, or anyone looking to build or renovate a home or space.
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